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Abstract 

With the development of semantic web and ontology application, there is a large 

number of ontology whose scale is large and the structure is complex in different fields. 

The existing mapping method and mapping system perform well when dealing with the 

mapping between a lightweight small ontology. However, when comes to the large-scale 

ontology, it is full of challenges to the methods and systems。To this end, this paper 

proposes a method of ontology compression based on conceptual cluster to compress. 

Firstly, it calculates the semantic similarity and semantic correlation of ontology 

concepts with the DICE coefficient method and the information entropy technology to get 

semantic relation. Secondly according to the semantic relations, it carries on the 

conceptual cluster in the concept space so that the concept of semantic relations closely 

together in groups. The concept of cluster in space is reduced, and the "noise concept" 

which is independent of the mapping is removed, and the purpose of the large-scale 

ontology compression is realized. Experimental results show that the method is so 

effective that it can compress the volume of large-scale ontology in the mapping 

problems. 
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1. Introduction 

Ontology is increasingly applied in solving the inconsistency problems of data and 

information in semantic WEB. With the increasing demand of semantic interoperability, 

in order to meet the need of more semantic applications, ontology which is larger and 

more complex in structure appears such as SNOMED-CT [1], GALEN [2], FMA [3] and 

NCI-Thesaurus [4] in the biomedical domain. Compared with the lightweight ontology, 

the number of entities in the large-scale ontology is more, the hierarchical structure is 

deeper, and the constraint relationship between entities and entities is more complex. 

As for a given ontology mapping method or system, the input is just the heterogeneous 

ontology in the same field. When the number of the concepts is very large, there will be a 

sharp drop in performance just as Qian Zhong [5] pointed out. In addition, the large-scale 

ontology contains numerous concepts that have nothing to do with matching tasks, such 

as noise which interfere a lot with discovering semantic relations. In consequence, some 

characteristics don`t contribute to discovering for mapping. 

The traditional ontology mapping method performs well only when scale is lightweight 

and small [6]. In a word, it has already become a hot topic in the field of discovery for 

large-scale ontology mappings. In order to optimize the large-scale ontology mapping, 

this paper presents a compression method which reserves the useful elements related to 

mapping discovery and get rid of the meaningless noise to by exploring the semantic 
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relations among ontology concepts. Reduce the scale and the complexity of mapping 

problems. 

 

2. Ontology and Ontology Mapping 
 

2.1. Ontology 

Ontology concept originates from philosophy, ontology is “a systematic description of 

objective, concerned with abstract entities of objective reality.”  In the domains of 

Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge System and Information System, ontology is “a formal, 

clear and detailed explanation of sharing concept system” [7]. Ontology provides a 

sharing word list, that is object type or concept and its attributes and relationships exist in 

particular domains [8]. [9] uses taxonomy organize ontology, and summarize 5 basic 

Modeling Primitives, proposes definition of ontology. 

 

Definition 1. Ontology 

Ontology O= { C, R, F, A, I }, where C is class or set of concepts, c is concept (c∈C), 

which indicates everything, like work specification, function, behavior, strategy and 

reasoning process; R is relationship, the interaction between concepts in domain, defines 

as subset of n-dimensional Cartesian product formally: R:C1×C2×…×Cn，r is relationship 

(r∈R), basic relationships contain: subclass-of, part-of, kind-of and attribute-of; F is 

function, a kind of special relationship. Formal definition is F:C1×C2×…×Cn-1→Cn, such 

as Mother-of is a function, Mother-of(x, y) means y is mother of x; A is axiom, represents 

tautological assertion, like concept B belong to the range of concept A; I is set of 

instances, i is instance (i∈ I). 

 

2.2. Ontology Heterogeneity 

The development of Semantic Web makes more and more ontologies. Different 

organizations define ontology to serve their own applications. Because there is no unified 

standard for ontology construction, the content and structure of these ontologies have 

differences. It becomes a balk to knowledge sharing and multiplexing. Ontology 

heterogeneity exists in Semantic Web widely, and registers as various ways. For example: 

different concepts come from two ontologies and contained the same semanteme are 

defined as different name labels, this status is called name heterogeneity; for another 

example: If their semantemes are very different, concepts are defined as a same name 

labels, here becomes a semantic heterogeneity. In addition, same parent class has different 

numbers of sub-classes in different ontologies, namely structure heterogeneity. To 

achieve distributed information integration and knowledge multiplexing, it must find 

semantic relationships between different ontologies by ontology mapping, and then to 

solve Ontology heterogeneity. 

 

2.3. Ontology Mapping 

Ontology mapping is a procedure, it uses two independent ontologies as input, and 

creates interrelated semantic relationship of all the elements (concept, relation, entity) in 

the two ontologies [10]. 

 

Definition 2. Ontology Mapping 

Ontology Mapping is to find semantic relationship between two ontologies, 

mapping function [16] expressed as fOOeeMap ji ),},,({ 2121 .Two given 

ontologies O1 and O2, mapping from ontology O1 to O2 means every entity in 

ontology O1 finds a appropriate entity in ontology O2, and give their corresponding 

relation. This corresponding relation is usually determined by similarity between the 
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two entities. O1, O2 are called source ontology and target ontology respectively. 

Here ie1 ∈O1， je2 ∈O1, and }{}{ 21 j
Map

i ee  . They are all element sets. f is a kind 

of mapping type or null. When f is null, means there is no mapping relationships 

between { ie1 } and { je2 }. 

 

3. Related Work 

In order to deal with the large-scale ontology mapping, researchers put forward 

some methods at present among which the following three methods are the most 

representative. Lopsided ontology mapping refers to the wide disparity in scale - 

one is large while the other is quite small. Gass function [11-12] method extracts the 

sub ontology with the small scale in the large-scale ontology, and tries to find the 

mapping relationship between the sub ontology and the small ontology which result 

in the final mapping. This is a method to deal with the mapping relationship 

between the lopsided ontology whose input is the ontology that different in scale. 

Frédéric Fürst and Francky Trichet presented a method to deal with large scale 

ontology mapping by axiom [13-15]. With the help of Ontology Conceptual Graphs 

Language and the corresponding processing tools: TooCom, the two semantic 

relations of the axioms are expressed as graph structure. And then this method 

expands the reasoning on this graph according to the theory and technology of graph 

theoretic to find the analogies. This method is very sensitive to ontology structure, 

as well as other graph-based methods. The large scale ontology mapping method 

based on data field is proposed by QianZhong from Tsinghua University [16]. 

According to the mapping relationship between the sub-ontology from related fields, 

the whole mapping discovery is completed thanks to that the scale of problem is 

reduced and the task is more efficient. However, the users are required to have a 

certain understanding of data and set some certain parameters and thresholds in the 

mapping process. 

 

4. Large-Scale Ontology Compression Based on Conceptual Cluster 
 

4.1. Method overview 

According to the definition and description of ontology, the ontology gathers the 

terms and vocabulary from a certain field to describe the semantic information by 

the relationship between them. These terms or words are the concepts, which is a 

unified abstract description of a set of examples as the core of ontology.  In the 

whole concepts, there are not only the useful concepts for the final mapping, but 

also the ones without any semantic relations. Those irrelevant concepts are to be 

blame for a complex and low-speed result. For example, there is ontology waiting 

for mapping, O1 and O2, which contain m and n concepts respectively. That mains a 

m*n-time calculation of similarity is needed result in m*n dimensions of the 

similarity matrix. Although there are no significant effect on the quality and 

efficiency of the mapping for small-scale and lightweight ontology, it comes to be a 

considerable problem for large-scale ontology mapping tasks. It is high time to 

reduce the scale by filtering all the concepts logically and involving the meaningful 

concepts in the mapping method. 

 

4.2. Ontology Concept Semantic Relation Measurement 

Ontology concept semantic relationship is made up of two aspects - the semantic 

similarity and the semantic correlation between concepts which together constitute 

all the semantic relations. All of them must be examined when deal with the 

ontology mapping. Only in this way can we measure the concept relations 
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completely and provide the accurate information for the mapping. In particular, in 

the ontology mapping, element similarity computation is the most important step in 

the mapping. Element similarity computation is used to restore to the vocabulary 

prototype after dealing with the text content of the ontology element based on which 

the similarity is measured to get a value range of [0-1] . As two extreme cases, the 

similarity is 0 when two elements cannot be replaced in the upper and lower 

structures of different ontology, in contrast, the similarity is 1.  

Matching technology is the main method of ontology element similarity 

measurement including BM [17], Sunday [18], SundayNew [19], ABNDM [20] etc. 

which is selected for different applications. According to the characteristics of the 

research, we use the DICE coefficient to calculate the semantic similarity of 

ontology concepts. Dice coefficient which is put forward by Lee Raymond Dice in 

1945 in the literature [21] is used to calculate the similarity between two different 

words in the field of information retrieval. It describes the similarity between the 

words by the number of matched lexical and the amount of all the lexical which is 

defined by [0-1]. This approach is extraordinary fast especially when dealing with 

large scale data. Dice coefficient is used in text mining [22], information integration 

[23] and biological information [24]. More details of Dice coefficients is given by 

literature [20] according to which we define the concept of ontology as follows:  

 

Definition 3: Ontology Concept Similarity diceSim  

Two ontology 1O  , 2O and the similarity of concepts )( 111 Occ ii  , 

)( 222 Occ jj  are given. And the similarity is double ratio of the same number of 

characters and the total number of two characters of t the number of. That is : 





















y  vocabularof class eequivalenc ,or,1
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Among them, ),( 21 ji ccComm is the number of the same characters in ic1 , jc2 . 

)( 1icL , )( 2 jcL  is the character length of ic1 , jc2   

 The semantic relationship cannot be fully expressed only with the ontology 

similarity. For example, there are two concepts "vehicle" and "car". The similarity 

between them is very low as the similarity of Dice coefficient is only 0.2.But these 

two concepts have a very high degree of similarity. In order to fully express the 

semantic relations, it should take into account the similarity between the ontology 

concepts in addition to the similarity of concept labels. Concept correlation is 

another important index to measure the semantic relations which reflects the 

correlation between the two concepts. It can be expressed by a real number between 

[0-1]. Note that the relationship between concepts in the ontology is reflected by 

their respective properties. There are two types of ontology attr ibutes: object 

attributes and data attributes [25]. The object property connects two different 

concepts, while the data attribute associates a specific data type or character type. 

As a result, the concept attributes become an important aspect to measure the 

ontology concept correlation. In this chapter, we use the information entropy to 

measure the correlation degree between concepts. 

Clausius first proposed the concept of "entropy (Entropy)", in order to express the 

second law of thermodynamics in the form of the increase of the system 

entropy[26]. "Entropy" expresses the disorder degree of a system which applied in 

many fields, such as: Life Science, information theory, physics, control theory, etc. 
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[27-30].In information theory, it is called "information entropy" which is a measure 

and a symbol of the amount of information as a description of uncertainty of the 

system [31]. As mentioned before, in essence, the complex relationship between 

ontology concepts is expressed by the specific attributes they have  which associates 

two different entities in the ontology. This natural characteristic makes it an 

important way to measure the relative degree of ontology concept. In this chapter, 

the information entropy of attribute is measured to get the semantic correlation. The 

relevant definitions are as follows: 

 

Definition 4: concept of the property collection is expressed as: 

 nipcS p  1)( 1  

c  represents a concept in the ontology, 1p  is a property of the concept. 

 

Definition5: Total Rate of the Property 

For a given concept )( 111 Occ ii  , )( 222 Occ jj  , property of 1p  is the ratio of the 

times it appears and the total property of the two concepts, i.e.: 











0
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The 1
pS  and 2

pS   represent the attributes of ic1  and jc2  respectively, which 

contain n  and m  elements; k  represents the times that 1p  appears in 1
pS   and 2

pS . 

 

Definition 6: Attribute Information Entropy 

The attribute information entropy is defined as: 






pi sp

iii pfpfpH )(log)()( 2  

ip  represents an attribute, the pS  is a collection of attributes. When the )( ipH   

is bigger, the attribute information entropy is bigger and useful information the 

attribute takes along is more.   

 

Definition 7: Semantic Correlation for Information Entropy of 1C and 2C : 





n

i

ijiH pHccSim
1

21 )(),(  

In the above, the semantic relationship between ic1  and jc2  can be obtained. 

 

Definition 8: Semantic Relationship between 1C  and 2C  is: 

),(),(),( 212121 jiHjidiceji ccSimccSimccSim    

  and   are two weight coefficients, which represent the weights of the concept 

similarity and weight of the similarity of information entropy and 1  . In 

practice, the value of  and   is adjusted according to the structural characteristics. 

 

4.3. Compression based on Concept Cluster 

We get the semantic relations in the last section based on which, we will focus on 

the compression of ontology.  
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Definition 9: Conceptual Cluster 

S is a set constituted by all the concepts in O ; 1D and 2D  are the subsets of 

1S and 2S Respectively and 11 OS  ， 22 OS  . Then 21 DDD   is called conceptual 

cluster. 

 

Definition 10: Concept Aggregation 

A process for subset 1D and 2D from 1S and 2S to product the conceptual cluster D . 

 

Definition 11: Similarity between Cluster 

For two different clusters pD  and qD  including m and n concepts, the similarity is 

the average value. That is:  

)(),(),( nmccSimDDSim nmQp   

mc and nc are concepts and 1Dcm  ， 2Dcn  . 

 

Definition12: Similarity in Cluster 

For a conceptual cluster D, the similarity is defined as: 

)(),()( 21 jiccSimDSim ji   

 

Definition13: Conceptual Cluster Coupling 

For the two conceptual cluster Dp and Dq, the coupling in the process of concept 

aggregation is: 

)()(),(),( pqqpqp DSimDSimDDSimDDCoupled   

Here is the algorithm: 

Input: concept )( 111 Occ ii   and )( 222 Occ jj  ,threshold δ 

Output: cluster D which had the most concepts 

 

Begin 

If NLSim(c1i,c2j)is the maximum, thenc1i,c2j become a cluster D 

 

If Coupled(Dp ,Dq)﹤δ 

        For each Dp  

       For each Dq 

      Calculate Coupled(Dp ,Dq) 

If Coupled(Dp ,Dq)is the maximum, then Dp ,Dq become a cluster D while the 

number of cluster is -1 

EndFor 

EndFor 

End 

Select the conceptual cluster D with the largest number of concepts 

 

4.4. Compression Process 

The large-scale ontology compression based on conceptual cluster in this chapter 

is shown in Figure 1 including information processing, semantic relations, 

conceptual cluster iteration, clustering and candidate mapping. The five steps are as 

follows: 
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Information 

processing

Reduction of 

cluster

O1

O2

label similarity

attribute entropy 

similarity

Acquisition of 

semantic relations

Conceptual cluster

Selection of mapping

 

Figure 1. Ontology Compression Architecture 

 Information processing 

Information processing is a necessary step of ontology mapping which is to 

transform the original representation of the ontology into the form of a convenient 

semantic relational operation, which may involve complex conversion.  Namely: 

extract the ontology concept labels and concept attributes represented by RDFS or 

OWL .Then transform into the form which is convenient for finding the semantic 

relations. Natural language processing (NLP) is often used in the process. In 

particular, according to segmenting, uniting the size of the written form, deducting 

abbreviations, removing discarded words, processing plural reduction, the extracted 

characteristics is changed as a final outcome for the semantic relations . 

 Acquisition of Semantic Relations 

The acquisition of semantic relations is the basis of ontology compression, which 

is to obtain the semantic relations between ontology concepts, including two 

aspects: semantic similarity and semantic correlation. In this step, these two aspects 

are realized by using the DICE coefficient method and the information entropy 

method respectively. Finally, gather the label similarity and the attribute entropy 

similarity of the concept as the semantic relations between the two concepts.  

 Conceptual Cluster 

The conceptual cluster is the core part of the method of this chapter whose 

operation is carried out in the concept space composed of all the concepts dealing 

with all the objects by compression algorithm. According to the value of the 

semantic relations, the concept whose semantic relations are closely related gathered 

as a cluster. That is to say, for the ontology from the same cluster, the semantic 

relationship is closely, in contrast, it is quite different from the other clusters. This 

process is not done overnight, it needs to be repeated several times, to get the best 

results of the cluster. 

 Reduction of Cluster 

After the clustering iteration, it forms a number of conceptual cluster s in the 

concept space which include a varied number of clusters. The number of concepts 

determines the size of the cluster. The ontology concepts exist in a large cluster 

which is meaningful for mapping. At the same time, 'noise concepts' , which is not 

related to other concepts and independent of the mapping ,are in the small clusters 

or scattered in the concept space. Cluster reduction is about reducing the size of 

these small clusters and the scattered concept, in order to achieve the purpose of 

compress the large-scale ontology of the mapping to reducing the size of the 

problem solving and improve the efficiency of mapping. 

 Selection of Mapping 

The conceptual cluster after reducing can be used as the input of other mapping 

methods, and it can be found on the map which depends on the scale of the concept 

scale. In general, if the heterogeneous ontology is quite large and also close, the 

volume of the final cluster is large. In turn, if the correlation between the ontology 
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is lower, then the concept of the cluster will be smaller and the final mapping 

relationship can be accomplished by artificial. 

 

5. Experiments and Evaluation 
 

5.1. Experimental Dataset 

In order to verify the validity of the compression method in this chapter, we use 

the two sets of data in OAEI2014 [32] AGROVOC and NAL. They are a mapping 

task from OAEI2014: the data set for 'food'. AGROVOC is a dictionary accessed to 

different languages constructed by Food and Agriculture Organizat ion of the United 

Nations which contains about 28439 concepts and 3 different types of relationships 

whose maximum depth of inheritance relations is 8. In [33], we provide different 

formats of the data set such as: MySQL, TagText and Access Database Microsoft, 

etc. In the experiment we used the OWL language to describe the version.  The 

fragment of the data set is shown in Figure 1, inside which is the concept. The 

arrows indicate the subclass inheritance relation and subclasses point to the parent 

class. 

NAL (Agricultural Library Agriculture) is a library to construct information 

service of agriculture by United States Department of Agriculture. It contains more 

than 42327 concepts and a variety of concepts relations whose maximum depth is 4 

[34], providing two languages of NAL: Spanish and English. In the experiment, we 

chose the English version. Figure 2 shows the segment of the data set.  

 

5.2. Experiment Evaluation 

There are two methods to measure the ontology mapping in general: one is the 

evaluation method using the recall and precision; another is evaluation method 

based on 'golden standard' set by experts. The method based on the recall and 

precision is found by the amount of mapping result and proportional relationship 

between the fact, the method based on 'golden standard' evaluation requires domain 

experts to evaluate the results of mapping system through the manual construction 

evaluation criteria. In these two methods, the former is more suitable for the case of 

a clear mapping. The method proposed in this chapter is intended to reduce the size 

of the ontology and the result is a collection of ontology concepts . In view of this, 

traditional assessment methods of recall and precision will not be applied to 

evaluate the experimental .We should evaluate the experimental results by resetting 

these two criteria. 

First, assuming that we have gotten m clusters expressed as 

 |1u

aCC u m 
and experts gives n clusters expressed as  

 |1v

pCC v n 
 the 

number of common concepts is 

u v

a pCC CC
 for 

 u

aCC
and

 v

aCC
： 

Therefore the similar concept cluster can be defined as: 

max  theis     ||                  }{})({ v

p

u

a

v

p

u

a CCCCifCCCCS   

According to the similar concept cluster, the formula of a certain cluster is:  

'
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u
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The recall is as follows: 
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In the last, we can get the formulas : 

1

({ })1

({ }

u u
m

a a

u
u a

CC S CC
Recall

m S CC


 

 

1

({ })1
u u

m
a a

u
u a

CC S CC
Precision

m CC


 

 
To evaluate the result synthetically, F-measure is: 

2

1 1
F measure

Recall Precision

 


 
 

5.3. Design of Experiment Method 

In the experiment, we designed two methods. The first method is to find the 

mapping relationship between ontology by calculating Semantic similarity and 

semantic correlation with the gotten semantic relations as a single mapping method 

to compare with the compressed method.  

The second method is to use the ontology compression of this chapter. It carries 

on the process of the conceptual cluster with the first method of measuring the 

semantic relations and compresses the scale of the mapping ontology. 

 

5.4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

Experimental results are shown in Table1-4. 

Table1 gives the first experimental method, that is, only the results of the 

mapping of semantic relations are used. 

Table 1. Experimental Results on Semantic Relations-Only Used 

                       Precision      Recall          F-measure 

  AGROVOC        

            to          0.67          0.59            0.62 

NAL    

 

As can be seen from the Table1, only using a single semantic relationship for 

mapping is not satisfactory. 

The recall rate is only 0.59 and the precision is only 0.67. It shows that, for the 

large-scale ontology that contains a large number of concepts, properties, instances, 

constraint relations and classification structures, it is not effective to use a single 

semantic relationship to map the results.  

Table 2. Comparison of Concepts Number 

Ontology   Number of Source Ontology   Ontology number after Compression   Ratio 

AGROVOC                28439                                          20417                                 0.72 

NAL                    42327                                          33429                                  0.79 

 

AGROVOC and NAL are given in the reference map of [35] which contains 9 

types of mapping relations, each involving different fields, which contains a varied 

number of mapping results. After the compression, 11 conceptual clusters are 

obtained, which contains a varied number of concepts. Table2 and 3 give the 

concept of their numbers. 
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Table 3. Concept Number of Clusters 

1

aCC
       

2

aCC
       

3

aCC
       

4

aCC
      

5

aCC
     

6

aCC
       

11992      4933       19646       850         850       2041 

Continuous Table 3 Concept Number of Clusters 
7

aCC
      

8

aCC
      

9

aCC
      

10

aCC
      

11

aCC
    Total 

3232        5273       4933        57          39        53846 

 

For the conceptual cluster in the experiment, the number is roughly equivalent to 

mapping class of the experimental data ,only 2 more than the class, with a less 

number of concepts of 57 and 39 respectively. Table 4 gives the result of the recall 

and precision. 

Table 4. Experimental Results of Compression 

                                 Precision      Recall          F-measure 

  AGROVOC        

          to                       0.89            0.73               0.80 

NAL    

 

From Table 4, we can see that the Large Scale Ontology compression is effective 

with the recall of 0.89, the precision of 0.73 and the F-measure value of 0.80. This 

shows that it is effective to compress the large scale ontology by the semantic 

relations to carry out the concept of cluster.  

Figure2 gives a comparison of experiments using a single method and a 

compression method. The recall, precision and F-measure is presented from left to 

right in the column. 

 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of Experimental Results 

Suggesting that compressing the large-scale ontology by semantic relations in 

conceptual cluster to process conceptual cluster , can reduce the concepts that has 

nothing to do with mapping, retain the most concepts related to mapping safely and 

eliminate influence of ”noise data” so as to improve the quality and effectiveness of 
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the mapping. Experiments show that the method is effective .The concepts of 

AGROVOC ontology work up to 20417 with a reduction of 8022 compared with 

28439 whose compression ratio is 1:0.72. The concepts of NAL ontology work up to 

233429 with a reduction of 8898 compared with 42327 whose compression ratio is 

1:0.78. A total reduction adding up to 16920 whose average compression ratio is 

1:0.75 .And the method of recall and precision reached 0.89 and 0.73 respectively. 

At the same time, in contrast with the method using only the semantic relations, 

recall and precision are improved by 0.27 and 0.14.  

The experiment does not make a large reduction of the concepts from the 

ontology. The reason is that the ontology is associated with a high degree of 

semantic similarity and semantic correlation. If the ontology waiting to map come 

from two quite different fields, it will be more obvious when the correlation degree 

is lower. In addition, if the method is carried out on two ontology of different scale, 

it will also show more obvious effects. At the same time, in order to obtain good 

precision while taking into account the recall, there are 11 concept cluster in the 

experiment which is two more than the mapping class in the outcome. However, the 

number of concepts contained in these two concepts cluster is quite small as X and 

X, which can be reduced by adjusting the threshold. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Works 

In order to optimize the large-scale ontology mapping, this paper presents a 

compression method which reserves the useful elements related to mapping discovery and 

get rid of the meaningless noise to by exploring the semantic relations among ontology 

concepts. Reduce the scale and the complexity of mapping problems. Experiments show 

that the method is not only very effective but also apply to process large scale ontology 

mapping tasks. Aside from striving to improve the accuracy of our approach, in the future, 

we intend to adjust the method to process m: n mappings. 
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